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Obituary
Editor: Henry R. Rollin

0RNULV 0DEGÃ€RD,formerly Medical Superintendent,
Gaustad Psychiatric Hospital, Oslo, Norway.

Professor Ornulv Odegard died on 2 February 1987 at
the age of almost 85 years. He was a leading figure in
international psychiatric epidemiology, genetics and social
psychiatry.

0degard graduated from the University of Oslo in 1925.
He spent important research years in Baltimore with Adolph
Meyer (1927-30), by whom he was strongly influenced, and
as a result hewrote his opus in 1932,Emigration and Insanity,
now considered a classic.

After his return to Norway, he worked in the Norwegian
Health Ministry till his appointment at Gaustad Hospital,
where he was the head and director from 1939till his retire
ment in 1972. In 1950 he was appointed Professor of Psy
chiatry at the University of Oslo. Odegard created in 1936
the first national register of psychoses in the world. In the
Norwegian register all cases of hospital-admitted patients
in Norway from 1916until today are on file. He and his co-
workers opened the way for epidemiolÃ³gica!research which
inspired similar methods throughout the world. In genetics
he found strong evidences for a polygenetic inheritance in
many psychiatric disorders. He also had a strong interest in
psychiatric classification, and was an important member of
WHO's working group on this topic.

He was equally concerned with all factors leading to psy
chiatric disorders, whether of genetic, biological, organic,
social or psychological origin. He strongly advocated the
Scandinavian concept of reactive psychoses. To his last
compilatory study (in Psychiatrie der Gegenwart 1975) he
gave a title which comprehensively covered most of his main
interests:

"Social and ecological factors in the etiology, outcome,
treatment and prevention of mental disorders."

He was an eminent lecturer, beloved by his students,
and a prominent administrator. Beside his professional
interests he had outstanding knowledge of botany and
literature.

Professor Odegard was a member and honorary member
of several national and international associations and
organisations. He was elected an honorary fellow of the
College in 1977.As a person he was a modest and friendly
man, who lived long enough to see the fruits of what he
had seeded. Norwegian and international psychiatry has
suffered a great loss by his passing away.

NR

JOHNALEXANDERFRASERROBERTS,Geneticist, Paediatric
Research Unit, Guy's Hospital Medical School, London

SEI.
FR died on ISJanuary 1987at the age of 87. He had joined
the Royal Medico-Psychological Association in 1938, and
this, combined with the fact that "he had been a consultant
for twelve years and shown evidence of further merit"

qualified him for election as a Foundation Fellow when the
Royal College of Psychiatrists was established in 1971.

John's Introduction to Medical Genetics was my Bible

in the 1950s, but I must confess that at that time I was
more taken with his vivid Welsh imagination than with the
intricacies of multifactorial inheritance. His description of
how the boy George Huntington saw his first choreics when
driving through a wooded lane in Long Island while accom
panying his father on professional rounds is memorable.
They suddently "came upon two women, mother and

daughter, both tall, thin, almost cadaverous; both bowing,
twisting, grimacing, so that he stared in wonderment,
almost in fear. The memory was as vivid more than 50 years
later, long after he had translated into fact the youthful
resolve, born that day, to make chorea the subject of his first
contribution to medical science:a resolve which led him into
many a home where the bearers of the gene waited with stern
Calvinistic stoicism for the dreadful fate which Providence
had meted out to them".

John's career was an interesting mixture. After school in

Denbigh he was just old enough to serve in World War I,
joining the Royal Welch Fusiliers. He then went to
Cambridge, reading biology at Gonville and Caius College.
Next he obtained a research appointment in the Institute of
Animal Genetics at Edinburgh under F. A. E. Crewe and
there from 1922 to 1928 he studied the genetics of coat
colour and pattern in sheep, and carried on with this when
he was appointed biologist to the Wool Industry's Research

Association in Leeds. Based on this work he obtained his
Edinburgh DSc.

Gradually his interest switched to human genetics,
particularly the inheritance of mental disease, and in 1933
hejoined the Burden Mental Research Trust Department at
Stoke Park, Bristol, and later became its Director. There he
carried out many surveys on the genetics of mental ability
but he increasingly felt the need of medical training and at
the age of 36 graduated MB, ChBat Edinburgh.

Then came the second world war in which he served as a
surgeon commander and consultant in medical statistics to
the Royal Navy, and after it ended he went as lecturer in
genetics to the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine. It was then that he came to the forefront, with
Aird, in blood groups and disease, cancer of the stomach
and blood group A and peptic ulcer and blood group 0
being among his "firsts". It was at this time that I got to

know him welland he guided our faltering footsteps into the
problems of duodenal ulcer and blood group 0; we learnt so
much from the protagonists (FR and his colleagues) and the
criticsâ€”Lionel Penrose particularly, who disbelieved the

association.
FR was elected to the Royal Society in 1963for his ABO

work and for his substantial contributions to knowledge on
geographical variations in the frequencies of the blood
group genes.
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For me, next came his masterly review of multifactorial
inheritance and human disease,1 in which FR pointed out

that in Man information on the topic is restricted to a few
aspects such as the forms of frequency distributions and
measures of the resemblances between relatives of different
degrees, and these for obvious practical reasons must
usually beclose relatives only. As regards IQ, he pointed out
the difficulties raised because of assortative matings and
the background of culture in the home. Nevertheless, he
thought that data on sibs, on twins, with studies on twins
reared apart and on foster children permitted the drawing
of some conclusions, and that it was likely that something
between half and three-quarters of the variation in intelli
gence is to be ascribed to heredityâ€”out of fashion at the
moment and therefore probably soon due for a come-back.

More interesting was that FR was of the opinion that the
curve in multifactorial inheritance operated in mental
deficiencyâ€”i.e.idiots were simply at the lower end of the
distribution. He pointed out however, very fairly, that
others held the opinion that there is "an innate something

about a high grade mental defective which differentiates
him from others of equal IQ who are not defective" '. As can
be seen PR's research interests lay in that difficult area of the

genetic contribution to traits of socio-medical importance.
FR quite rightly took his place amongst a formidable

cohort of geneticists, including Fisher, Haldane and
Penrose. Between them they enlivened genetics meetings and
were a source of delight to up and coming geneticists because
of their outspoken arguments. John was accompanied on
these occasions by his first wife, the actress Doris Hare,
whom he married in 1941 and by whom he had two
daughters. Unfortunately this marriage was dissolved and
FR married as his second wife Margaret Relph, in 1975.She
had helped him in his work for nearly 40 years and
continued to do so until his death.

John was a most charming man and an excellent host,
above all in his much loved Denbighshire family home,
where he greatly enjoyed walking among the hills.
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JOHN TODD, formerly Consultant Psychiatrist, High Royds
Hospital, Menston.

John Todd died after a short illness on 13March, 1987three
days before his 73rd birthday. He was born in London into
a medical family and was educated at the City of London
School and King's College Hospital, where he won the

Tanner Prize for obstetrics and London University colours

for boxing. He also played chess for the University. Having
qualified in 1938,he served in the RAMC between 1940and
1945 and took part in the Normandy landings. He started
his psychiatric career at Park Prewett Hospital in 1946,and
later served at Littlemore for four years.

Then, between 1955 and 1979, he was consultant psy
chiatrist at High Royds Hospital. There he worked so
unsparingly for his patients that he built up a reputation for
giving them a personal service, although he was conservative
and cautious in their management .His medical students saw
him as young and progressive and were by no means put off
psychiatry when he took them to watch Wimbledon tennis
on the television instead of giving them a tutorial.

He was fascinated by patients with multiple ramifications
and psychopathological connections in their histories and
when we, his colleagues, encountered such a patient we
called him or her "a Todd". He was drawn more towards

the complexities than to diagnostic category, and he would
formulate "A little schizophrenia, a little depression, a little
hysteria, a little subnormality, a little psychopathy".

He had arresting, interesting and at times legalistic verbal
and written styles. His numerous papers were all the more
scholarly and authentic for his familiarity with French and
German. He often wrote with the late Professor Kenneth
Dewhurst, most notably on the DoppelgÃ¤ngerand psychi
atric syndromes, particularly that of Capgras. They appear
to have coined the term "Othello syndrome". Other sub

jects on which he wrote included Chekhov, the Brontes,
medicolegal subjects and psychiatric nursing. A letter to the
British Medical Journal on the influence of what he called
"calmative" drugs on shoplifting attracted wide attention.

At the time of his death he was collaborating in the
compilation of a history of the Medical Superintendents of
Stanley Royd Hospital, the erstwhile "Maudsley of the
North", and one greatly hopes that this project will be

completed.
In 1949he obtained the University of London DPM and

in 1984 was elected FRCPsych. After retiring from High
Royds, although handicapped by asthma, he worked with
his customary tirelessness as a locum tenens at St James's

Hospital in Leeds and other hospitals. He grew to love
Yorkshire and walking over the moors.

He was a devoted family man and to his wife, Carol, son
and two daughters we extend our sincerest sympathies.

GW

The death of DAVIDSIMONSTAINER,Registrar, Charing
Cross Hospital, London W6, has also been announced.
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